OZRIC
Grenof have developed a new innovative method for cleaning water mains using ozonated water scouring in a closed loop - Ozric. The method has almost no water loss and effectively sanitises the pipe by
achieving scouring velocities using Ozonated water to remove sediment and biofilm. Ozric combines
ozonation, scouring and media filtration in a closed loop that results in the water main being completely
sanitised with almost no water loss. Ozric can be mobilised extremely quickly completely sanitising
sections of water mains from all pathogens whilst having minimal water loss.

COST EFFECTIVE
Ozone is a cost-effective method of treating water since it is
produced on demand and does not require transportation
and storage of hazardous chemicals.

REMOVES BIOFILM

Aqueous ozone creates a double action approach
removing the biofilm and leaving the pipe completely
sanitised due to the powerful oxidising effects of ozone.

KILLS BACTERIA

Ozone’s capability of ozone’s ability to kill pathogens in
drinking water such as E. coli and Salmonella within
30 seconds is extremely beneficial to mains cleaning.
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REAL TIME DATA &
PERFORMANCE
Water quality is proven using a digital monitoring
station (DMS). Grenof’s DMS tests for turbidity
and ORP, measurements are taken pre, during
and post filtration to ensure set parameters are
met prior to finalizing each section of
disinfected main.

NO WATER LOSS
Up to 98% saving on water
consumption through ozonation
from traditional methods.

Grenof Ozric provides the most
effective and efficient long-term
solution to mains cleaning that
not only increases the true
cleaning and disinfection of water
mains but lowers the loss of
drinking water whilst lowering the
risk of water quality issues.

EXTEND THE TIME
BETWEEN CLEANING
The frequency of mains
cleaning is reduced
significantly reducing costs
and water use dramatically
over an extended time period
due to the use of ozone in
sanitisation not just velocity.
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